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Overview: 3 x TITAN Super Quad’s used to illuminate the backdrop of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang the Musical

The continental premiere of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang was held in Munich on 30th April 2014 at the Prince Regent Theater.

After the popular stage version wowed audiences in London over 10 years ago, the theatre hosted the first ever version of it in German language under the direction of Joseph E. Köpplinger

Ethä GMBH, one of Digital Projection’s partners in Germany provided the projection equipment for the stunning stage production. The set-up included 1 Front projection TITAN Super Quad and 2 were used for Rear Projection. The rear-pro projectors were stacked one above the other with soft edge blend on a 10m x 10m canvas. All the content was served via a PandorasBox 2x Dual server.

Project Leader Raphael Kurig commented “The production was helped immensely by the brightness of the Titan Super Quad projectors, the clear image and compact design. The schedule for this production was very stringent one, so we are glad that the ETHA were able to quickly help along with excellent support from Digital Projection”